Energy management based on frequency decoupling: experimental results with fuel cell-electric vehicle emulator
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Abstract
Nowadays, there is tendency to develop vehicles that use clean and renewable energies. The Fuel cell (FC) electrical vehicles (EV) use hydrogen to generate electrical energy necessary to the traction. They present several advantages compared to other vehicles, but the use of the FC alone as energy source suffers of many problems in relation with her slow dynamic, where the interest in hybridization with a second source. This paper presents a control strategy scheme based on frequency separation for Fuel cell-Battery Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV), using a Fuel cell (FC) as a main energy source, and a battery as an auxiliary power source. In this strategy a frequency splitter is used to routing the low frequency content of power demand into the FC and its high frequencies into the battery, taking profit from the battery as a peak power unit. In order to validate this strategy, Simulation and experimental results are carried out, using an emulator of a multi sources traction assembly taking into consideration the vehicle dynamic and the effects of external environment.
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